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Press Release 
 

Fashion Rules 
Dress from the collections of HM The Queen, Princess 
Margaret and Diana, Princess of Wales 
 
New exhibition at Kensington Palace opens on 4 July 2013  
Press preview: 3 July 2013, 10am – 1pm (photo-call 9am) 
Sponsored by Estée Lauder Companies 

 
A nipped-in waist in the 50s, short skirts and diaphanous fabrics in the 60s and 
70s, sparkles and shoulder pads in the 80s – these were fashion rules we all 
dressed by, even members of the Royal Family. 
 
This summer, Historic Royal Palaces will present a glamorous exhibition taking 
a nostalgic look back at recent decades of dress through the wardrobes of 
three royal women in their fashion heydays: HM Queen Elizabeth II in the 
1950s, Princess Margaret in the 1960s and 70s and Diana, Princess of Wales in 
the 1980s. Five rooms of elegant dress displays will explore how these women 
reflected the style and trends of the day, negotiating the rules of dressing 
fashionably within the ‘rules’ of a royal wardrobe. Featuring 21 exceptional 
couture dresses, the exhibition will be complemented by film and photography 
to set the scene and provide a feeling of the times in which these stunning 
gowns were worn. 
 
When Queen Elizabeth II came to the throne in 1952 she required a fashionable 
wardrobe which reflected her youth and celebrated British fashion. Five 
exquisite evening dresses by her two favourite 1950s designers, Hardy Amies 
and Norman Hartnell show the important role The Queen played in showcasing 
British design. The dresses reflect the trends for full skirts and intricate 
trimmings, seen in the stunning apricot silk gown – on show here for the first 
time in 15 years. They also reveal the special considerations in dressing as a 
royal figure. The gowns are pale to stand out in a crowd and in black and 
white film, they are designed carefully to allow for the wearing of insignia, and 
those worn abroad make reference to the host country in their decoration, 
such as the Hartnell gown fashioned in the colours of the flag of Pakistan 
where it was first worn. This long-standing tradition of diplomatic dressing 
continues to this day.  
 
The young Princess Margaret followed fashion closely and her style was widely 
imitated. The majority of her wardrobe from the 1960s and 70s has never been 
displayed before. Shown here together for the first time, the clothes reflect the 
rule-breaking of a more liberal era and the greater freedoms of her role. The 
Princess embraced the fashions for bold bright colours and the new ‘slim-line’ 
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look seen in the purple Dior evening gown worn for The Queen’s Silver Jubilee 
celebrations. She wore short Quant-inspired dresses and experimented with 
the vogue for ethnic clothing - her stunning full-length kaftan and matching 
turban of fine ivory sari silk, worn on holiday in Mustique, is on display for the 
first time. 
 
Finally, we will explore the style of Diana, Princess of Wales. For the first time, 
we will showcase her adventurous signature look of the 1980s – from frills and 
shoulder pads to asymmetrical shapes and bright colours. Whatever the 
Princess wore had a huge impact on her public image and on British fashion.  
Two of the dresses on display have never been shown in the UK before and 
typify those 80s trends – the ballerina-length blue dance dress by Jacques 
Azagury, with its dropped waist, oversize bow, padded shoulders and 
sparkling embroidery and the midnight blue strapless evening gown, designed 
by London born Murray Arbeid, with its dramatic layers of tulle netting and 
theatrical fish-tail skirt. The Princess’ fashion choices were scrutinised across 
the globe and her faithful patronage of home-grown designers and much-
imitated style was credited with almost single-handedly reviving the flagging 
British fashion industry. 

 
Cassie Davies-Strodder, curator of the exhibition, said: 
“The exhibition completes the story of 20th century monarchy at Kensington 
Palace. The Palace is a magical setting to celebrate these modern royal women 
in their fashion heyday, providing a rare opportunity to get up close to these 
wonderful dresses and be transported to the times in which they were worn.” 
 
Visitors to the exhibition will also be able to put the 'fashion rules' into practice 
with a bespoke version of the award-winning iPad illustration app 'Paper'. This 
unique collaboration between Historic Royal Palaces and New York -based 53, 
will enable visitors to create beautiful fashion illustrations, based on each era's 
shapes and colours and inspired by the dresses on display - and then share 
these through social media. 
 
For more information and images please contact Katrina Whenham on +44 
(0)20 3166 6307 or katrina.whenham@hrp.org.uk  
 
NOTES FOR EDITORS 
 
Tickets to the exhibition are included in standard admission prices – £15 for adults, 
concessions and online booking rates available. KIDS GO FREE. Visit hrp.org.uk or call 
0844 482 7799. Annual membership (unlimited entry to five palaces) starts from £45. 
 
Kensington Palace has been home to some of the country’s most charismatic and 
best-known royals, including George II, Queen Victoria, Princess Margaret and Diana, 
Princess of Wales. Originally built in 1605 as a private country house, it was purchased 
in 1689 by King William III and Queen Mary II, eager to escape from the damp and 
smoke of Whitehall. They immediately ordered major improvements to the Jacobean 
mansion to make it fit for royal residence. The palace includes contributions from 
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some of the most renowned architects of the past three centuries, including Sir 
Christopher Wren, Nicholas Hawksmoor, Sir John Vanbrugh, John Nash, Colin 
Campbell and William Kent. We use William’s royal coat of arms, with his family motto 
‘I will maintain’, words that also aptly reflect the palace’s special collection of historic 
and modern royal dress.  
 
Historic Royal Palaces is the independent charity that looks after the Tower of London, 
Hampton Court Palace, the Banqueting House, Kensington Palace and Kew 
Palace.  We help everyone explore the story of how monarchs and people have 
shaped society, in some of the greatest palaces ever built. 
 
We receive no funding from the Government or the Crown, so we depend on the 
support of our visitors, members, donors, volunteers and sponsors.  
 
These palaces are owned by The Queen on behalf of the nation, and we manage them 
for the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport.  
 
We believe in four principles.  Guardianship: giving these palaces a future as long and 
valuable as their past. Discovery: encouraging people to make links with their own 
lives and today’s world.  Showmanship: doing everything with panache. Independence: 
having our own point of view and finding new ways to do our work.  
 
Registered charity number 1068852 
 
Estée Lauder Companies, founded by Estée Lauder in North America in 1946, is the 

global leader in prestige beauty. The company’s portfolio includes over 25 brands 

which are sold across 150 countries and territories worldwide. Estée Lauder 
Companies launched in the UK in 1960 and today employs more than 8500 people 
across the UK and Ireland.  

 

 


